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People
Process

Technology
empowers and enables, does NOT drive

Seeing a shift to leading with technology
Is challenging priority of people
and processes

getting the right mix is the key or trick
Failures happen when one of
three dominates at the cost to
others

Mix of staff and contractors

Can lead to knowledge
(experience) in the internal
staffing (not in contractors)
Forces standards and methods
to keep our own people
knowledgeable and capable

Risk management

Methods - what is happening now?

How are they evolving to adapt
to social trend
we reorganise so much we are
not ahead of the curve

we're getting things like
Yammer, and working how it fits

Messenger
Can remember conversations

Next methodology

Do you have a social media policy More HR led what you can and cannot do

How do we regulate what
people can and cannot do with
tools

again in HR policies

In our projects we have to
develop our OWN culture of risk
management and use of tools,
and processes

Is there a shift to collaborative
exploring what is happening and
less compliance driven

Asking how is it working?
What is happening?
Have you what you need to
control, perform
Less tick box compliance

Importance of leadership by our people

They know what way we want to work
Shifting to get more information out to
people to enable their understanding and
confidence

They know about the
competencies of people

Changing the nature of
contractors engagement

Inductions for new
Clinics for learning and processes

People need
More subject matter experts
who can challenge and enable
improvement

New tools and ways of working
continuously to be absorbed

have challenge of existing systems being
'locked down' and limiting use

Works best when there is a groundswell
Impact is going to be 'competition' and
energy to use new systems to achieve

Variation between business units
working vs central PMO

Often central PMO NOT
wanting to be tools pickers

local business units/projects
often drive adoption and
change

Central PMO recognise
different units have different
needs, just need to enable data
transfer and communication

Challenge of out of date reporting -
need for REAL time Dashboards

This is big impact area
It will overtake/remove periodic reporting

Anyone can see what is happening real time
Versions of the truth can be addressed by
real time vs static (historic) reporting

Will it drive the right or wrong behaviour - it's
red, change it to green!

Culture change challenge
Whether the organisation
tolerates the truth

Avoiding people writing reports
to pacify leaders instead of truth
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